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Day 1 Norwich to West Kensington 208 K.  
Day 2 West Kensington to Portsmouth 
121K.  
130 miles on the first day down to West London with 
all the bags on (28 kilos) was a shock to the system 
and so were the hills going down to Portsmouth! 
Avoid the A286 Gibbet Hill if you are on a bike!! 
The cabin on the overnight ferry to St Malo was 
definitely worth the extra for a fresh start into France.  
 
Day 3 St. Malo to Carentoir 120K.  
Drizzly but not cold. Long rolling hills. great 
campsite at Carentoir next to a lake.  
 
Day 4 Bouin 136K.  
Straightforward day. Camping on a farm specialising 
in foie gras. Sorry but it was delicious!  
 
Day 5 La Rochelle 160K.  
Tackled the flyover over St Nazaire. Massive. 
Luckily for me the middle lane was out of action and 
coned off so I had the lane to myself! Some nasty 
gusts / cross winds but survived! Staying at a 
Chambre Hote, very pleasant with swimming pool in 
back garden and a lovely bed!  
 
Day 6 Hortin 139K.  
Another monster of a flyover south of Rockfort. Ferry 
across from Royon to the Girande. 28 degrees. 
Camping on a rather lively campsite - earplugs a 
boon. Tucked up by 10 pm and on road by 8 a.m. 
That´s been the pattern so far.  
 
Day 7 St. Julien-en-Born 149K.  
Easy day cycling; flat, lots of sandwich / coffee bars 
along the way.  
 
 
 
Day 8 St. Pee Sur Nivelle 101K.  
Nearing the Spanish boarder so thought I would have 
a semi-rest day today. Bayonne was an experience.. 
My route was straight through the centre but was 
unaware that a major festival / carnival was on. So 
there I was pushing my bike through crowds of 
revellers who were all dressed in white with red 
scarves. (Basque Region national dress?). My 
navigating was also hampered by road signs on the 
rural roads being systematically graffitied - is this a Basque thing / protest? Not sure 
but went on for some considerable time.  



 
Day 9 Muez, Spain. 136K.  
What a day! 3 very tough climbs of over 2500 feet. 
Spanish roads very unfriendly towards cyclists. 
Difficult knowing if you are allowed on their A roads; 
some signs say no but at other times signs are absent. I 
have just gone on them because it is mostly the only 
alternative. I wear a yellow luminous jacket which I 
know is the rule with a helmet which I have on anyway, 
they want you with your rear light flashing too but in the sunlight you cannot see it 
anyway. Police would not let me through a tunnel resulting in one of the massive 
climbs over the mountain. Baptism of fire since crossing the boarder - and it´s rained 
most of the day! Hey Ho.  
 
Day 10 Saria 150 K.  
Another day of varied terrain from deep gorges to 
high sierras. One major climb of 1450 mtrs. As I 
passed through 2 towns they were preparing for bull 
runs.  
Day 11 Guadalajara 162K.  
Getting tougher in the heat. 38 degrees today. Am 
now on the road by 7 am and looking for a campsite 
or Casa Rural (b&b) by 2 or 3 pm.   
 
Day 12 Chinchon 100K.  
Second half day for a bit of a break from the heat. It´s 
hard work cycling after around 2 pm when the day is 
at its hottest. The climbs are very challenging; I had 
7% climbs today like most days. Staying in a 
gorgeous Casa Rural. Chinchon is a beautiful town - 
pity the main square is spoilt by the bullfighting ring! 
It´s hard finding Internet access due mostly to time 
really (hence this being my first entry). I´m sure 
Morocco will be even more difficult so not sure of the reliability of this medium in 
keeping up to date. . . 
Day 13. Consuegra 100K.  
From Chinchon I had a shorter day to Consuegra. Such beautiful landscape but 
occasionally spoilt by socking great cement works! Terrain a 
little flatter today (at last!). Consuegra is a very traditional little 
town with a massive fort up on the hill and a cluster of 
traditional windmills, all very picturesque.  
 
 
Day 14. Puertollano 106K.  
Banana for breakfast and on the road by 7am. Another 
relatively easy day apart from the heat which soared to 40 
degrees. Had enough by 2pm. Something stung me today on 
the upper leg, puffed up and sore. Hey Ho! A kind Spaniard in 
a van pulled up and asked if I wanted a lift because "it is too hot to cycle". I declined 
of course but thanked him very much. 
 
 



Day 15 / 16. Cordoba 164 K.  
Brilliant days cycling. Slightly overcast (there is a God). On 
the road before 7am and into 3 big mountain passes of over 
900 mtrs. Glorious landscape through the Sierra Madrona 
and Guadalquivir valley. Coming down from the mountains 
was awesome but hardly had time to look up as I squeezed 
my brakes hard for a good 10 K battling the 7% gradients. I 
was in Montrono by 1 pm and still had plenty of ´spit´ so I 
carried on west to Cordoba. The route was by no means 
simple as I tried to trace the motorway along. A Spaniard 
may have won the Tour De France but they still have a long 
way to go to help the touring cyclist with acceptable cycle routes. The old quarter of 
Cordoba is a wonderful maze of tiny streets around historic buildings tracing its 
Roman and Arabic roots. I am having my first day off and will clean my bike (no, not 
one puncture), and wash my clothes (don´t ask!). Back on the road tomorrow with just 
3 days to Gibraltar / Algeciras and a ferry to Ceuta. 
 
Day 17. Osuna 115K.  
As I said last year there is no point deciding to cycle north of 
the Arctic Circle and complain about the cold - well it's the 
same this year; no point deciding to cycle to North Africa 
and then moaning about the heat! . . .however . . .it hit 44 
degrees today and is a serious factor. A kind Spanish man 
stopped in his van and offered me a lift! I declined of course, 
if I said yes then I might as well catch a bus whenever the 
going gets tough - and then what's the point? I was on my 
knees by the time I got to Osuna. 2 days ago I climbed 3 
passes and covered over 100 miles and felt fine because it 
was slightly overcast; today was different.  
 
Day 18. Ronda 82 K.  
Mountains are back with a vengeance! A few stiff 
climbs but not too bad before noon. Punctured 3 
times today! Spoke punctures I think as I could not 
detect any piercings through the (rear) tyre. A cyclist 
at the cycle shop in Ronda (I was there to buy new 
inner-tubes!) said it was the heat.  I think it was 
hitting the bumps in the road as I hurtled down the 
passes at around 40 mph. Wish I had more time to 
explore Ronda, a very large town of historic interest.  
 
Day 19. Gibraltar. 115 K.  
Made it! What an amazing day! Here by 12.30 pm. 
On the road by 6.30 am. One of the toughest days of 
mountain terrain. Serious climbs and fast descents, 
exhausting but exhilarating at the same time. No 
signs to Gibraltar of course! The queue of cars 
through customs was ridiculous considering we are 
all part of the EU. (no queuing for me though!). 
Strange kind of place; overtly British - Mirror Sun 
and Star newspapers in the kiosks, red buses and telephone boxes but no room to 
swing a cat! Will not bother going up the Rock - seen enough of those this morning! 
Sorry to sound naff but had my first decent MUG of tea for weeks! 



 
Day 21 Chefchaouen 103 K.  
Straight through boarder no problem. Road to 
Tetouan very pleasant along the coast But once south 
of Tetouan it changed dramatically! Road 
deteriorated and the driving dangerous. Lorries 
coming up behind you sound their horn which means 
you have got 10 seconds before a close encounter! If 
no vehicles are approaching then the lorry will pull out and generally give you room, 

if something is approaching then the lorry is coming through 
regardless and you have to get off the road or if that is not an 
option hold your breath and squeeze up tight to the kerb. 
Thankfully the traffic did thin out but this continues to be a 
big danger. The Nef 
Mountains are impressive. 
Hard climbs and white 
knuckle descents. 
Chefchaouen is very 
picturesque with its 
blue/white rendered 
buildings up on a hilltop. 

Ramadan is a problem during the day as no coffee 
shops are open but good planning gets around this. Iftar breaking of fast is a special 
event and I have enjoyed the special meals and traditions.  
 
Day 22 Ouezzane 73K.  
Glorious days ride mostly downhill through lush gorges of pine, Massive lime trees, 
fig and olive trees and wild orleander everywhere. Locals friendly going about their 
business in traditional dress and well ladened 
donkeys! Dogs are docile and small boys do not 
throw stones as I had been warned . . . not yet 
anyway! All very rural and poor, everything is very 
cheap.  
 
Day 23 Moulay Idriss 105 K.  
Another straight forward day of rolling hills and the 
odd stiff climb. Caught up in market day at one of the 
small villages along the road. Hustle and bustle very 
entertaining. Just got here when the heavens opened . . it is 
raining! great for temperatures, just hope it stops by 
tomorrow. Moulay Idriss is another picturesque town 
clinging to a mountain side but a little bit soggy now! 
 
Day 24 Azrou 94K.  
Really hard day of climbs. Dramatic views once past El 
Hajeb and up on a ridge in the Middle Atlas region. The 
gradients are ridiculously steep and the lorries creep up in 
first gear belching fumes. I am running out of superlatives to 
describe the mountains and terrain. Simply stunning. The 
aroma of fresh mint never far. Fresh figs are a daily treat (50 pence a bucket full - not 
that I eat bucket loads)! My room has a balcony tonight so will wash and dry my 
clothes.  
 



Day 25 Khenifra 84 K.  
Glorious day, a bit short distance wise but pacing myself! I asked a young Sheppard 
boy what was in his bag, it was full of snails that he had gathered while tending his 
sheep; to eat he said. I had a little visitor last night - about 2.30 am something was 
rusting in a food bag I had left next to my bed. A mouse I think. did not get a good 
look as it darted off. There was a gecko / lizard up on the wall earlier but not sure it 
could have made the amount of rustling to wake me! I was too tired to fuss so I 
moved my bag and went back to sleep. Silly of me to have 
bread and nuts around but Ramadan does pose problems for 
the high octane eating I am covering! There was a bat in the 
hotel lobby earlier and there are wild Barbary Monkeys in 
the forests - maybe it was a monkey last night! I saw a 
fox/wolf tracking a flock of sheep early the other morning 
and there are plenty of snakes about according to the road 
kill.  
Khenifra is a fairly non - descript town Okra coloured.  
 
Day 26 Beni-Mellal 128 K. This mornings ride started as an 
ugly affair as I passed where the town obviously dumps its rubbish. The totally 
inadequate arrangement results in wild dogs tearing open 
the bags as they scavenge and the bags blow all over the 
place leaving an unholy mess for miles. Thankfully the 
dogs are timid and frightened of humans. More glorious 
views today although the villages are and people are poor. 
Towards the end of the day the road plummeted down onto 
the plain below and I left the mountains behind. My heart 
will miss them but my legs gave a sigh of relief! Went to a 
large supermarket in Beni-Mellal, everything so cheap and 
the choices of olives and nuts and fruit were amazing.  
 
Day 27 Beni-Mellal to Marrakech!! 194 K. Big effort saw me on the road by 6 am. 
The road was flattish all day but God was it hot! In Marrakech it was showing 49 °C 
on the Bank readouts! No wonder I was struggling - but I made it here by 3 pm. I 
plunged into the Old quarter / Medina and soon found the Lonely Planet 
recommended Riad and the cold shower was heaven. That is it folks, done and dusted 
- Norwich to Marrakech by bike in 27 days ... tired but happy.  
 


